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News, Trends, And Short Takes
Taliban Set Up Two More Radio Stations

The Taliban have set up two more radio stations in
Afghanistan, bringing to three the total number of its active sta-
tions. Speaking to the Afghan Islamic Press from an unknown
location, Taliban spokesman Mofti Latifollah Hakimi said that
the Taliban stations have begun broadcasting fairly successful-
ly. They intend to activate more such stations, with the goal of
eventually reaching as many as 20.

Broadcast Tests From Little Saigon Radio

The U.S.-based Little Saigon Radio is currently testing via
transmitters in Taiwan on 11540 at 1130 to 1200 and 7380 at
1500 to 1530. Little Saigon Radio is produced by Little Saigon
Broadcasting, Inc., and is available 24 hours daily via local AM
stations in the United States and via Webcasting. More info
about the station can be found on its website, http://www.little-
saigonradio.com.

Podcasting Station Launched New
Searchable Podcast Directory

Podcasting Station, a new categorized directory of podcasts,
makes it easy to find the latest podcast feeds in a single conve-
nient and easy to navigate location. Its website, www.podcast-
ing-station.com, groups similar podcasts under general topic
headings that provide podcast titles and descriptions. A search
feature allows Web surfers to search for podcasts using key-
words and phrases. The directory covers a huge range of audio
content, from humor and news to foreign language instruction
and sports interviews. The intention of Podcasting Station is to
provide a convenient resource that unites the podcasting com-
munity and makes it easy for consumers and industry profes-
sionals to locate podcasts and information. Podcasters are
encouraged to add their podcast feeds to the database. All list-
ings are currently free of charge.

Radio Insurgente Broadcasts
Suspended Indefinitely

A communiqué dated 19 June 2005 from the Mexican -based
Clandestine Revolutionary Indigenous Committee-General
Command of the Zapatista Army of National Liberation, states
that the organization has declared a General Red Alert. For an
indefinite time period, members of the Good Government Juntas
and the autonomous authorities will be carrying out their work
in a clandestine and nomadic manner. Their announcement says
that all broadcasts by Radio Insurgente, "The Voice of Those
Without Voice," on FM and on shortwave have been indefi-
nitely suspended.

BBC Beethoven Downloads Receive More
Than 600,000 Requests

Live performances of Beethoven's first five symphonies,
broadcast as part of The Beethoven Experience on BBC Radio
3, have amassed an incredible 657,399 download requests dur-
ing a week-long trial. The downloads, launched on June 6,
offered complete Radio 3 programs containing live perfor-
mances of the symphonies by the BBC Philharmonic in
Manchester, conducted by Gianandrea Noseda. They were
available free of charge. The BBC recently announced it will
be offering up to 20 programs as podcasts and downloads, as
a time -limited trial to obtain a more detailed picture of
audiences' preference for downloads and to assist in the devel-
opment of the BBC strategy for audio downloads and on -
demand content.

Sirius Develops New Technology To
Increase Network Capacity By 25 Percent
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U.S.-based Sirius Satellite Radio announced that it has devel-
oped a new, advanced proprietary technology that will initially
increase the company's total network capacity by approximately
25 percent within its existing digital transmission system. The
technology, known in the industry as hierarchical modulation,
will allow Sirius to offer additional audio channels as well as
advanced services, such as data and video, without affecting the
quality of its broadcasts.

The technology, developed by Sirius's Advanced
Development Team based in Lawrenceville, New Jersey, will
work over Sirius's current network, with minimal upgrades to
its satellite uplink and terrestrial repeater infrastructure. Sirius
has already conducted several tests of the technology to con-
firm the performance. The new modulation technology will not
impact the customer experience of existing Sirius radios sold or
currently on the market. Future Sirius radios will be outfitted
with the new technology, making it possible for them to receive
the additional services planned. Sirius is currently working with
its silicon partners to integrate the advanced modulation tech-
nology into its chipsets. The company expects to begin offering
services using the new technology in the second -half of 2006.

SW Radio Africa Soliciting Donations To
Ensure Survival

SW Radio Africa, which broadcasts to Zimbabwe from stu-
dios in the UK, has launched an appeal for donations. On its
website, the station says its funding remains uncertain.
Mugabe's jamming of the airwaves has forced the station to sus-
pend its transmission on shortwave and drained its funds because
of the high cost of using extra shortwave frequencies to coun-
teract the jamming. The station can now only broadcast on medi-
umwave. Donations can be made using PayPal or via banks.III
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